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ABSTRACT

A new generation of iron-based matrix composite reinforced by TiB2 particles was deformed in tension to 
investigate at a mesoscopic scale the localization of plastic deformation in relation with characteristic 
microstructural features of the composite (in particular, ferrite grain boundaries and particle/matrix inter-faces). 
Large electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) maps with improved angular resolution were acquired to 
evaluate statistically the evolution of the geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density from the early stage 
of the deformation. GNDs were found to accumulate preferentially at matrix/particle interfaces with hot-spots 
located at the tips of elongated particles. Additional length-scale parameters derived from EBSD data evidenced 
the key influence of two main microstructural features: the particle morphology and the particle clustering. 
Finally, we present results of an advanced full-field micromechanical model that is best suited to capture these 
effects, based on an enhanced crystal plasticity elasto-viscoplastic Fast Fourier Transform (EVP-FFT) formulation 
coupled with a phenomenological continuum Mesoscale Field Dislocation Mechanics (MFDM) theory. By taking 
the experimental TiB2 particle distribution into account, the model describes qualitatively the observed effect of 
particle morphological features on the heterogenous distribution of GNDs.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Introduction

Considerable efforts have been made to improve 
energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions through the development of lightweight struc-
tures in the automotive industry. Ultrahigh resistance 
steels (dual phase, TRIP steels, etc.) were designed in 
order to allow thickness reduction in structural 
components [1]. However, this strategy has now 
reached its limits, given that, for some applications 
(such as chassis/suspension parts), further thickness 
reduction would result in a significant decrease in 
stiffness [2] and a subsequent increased risk for 
transportation security. A pertinent solution is to 
increase the specific stiffness (defined as E=.) with 
addition of low-density and hard reinforcements in 
the steel matrix.

In this context, new ferrite steel matrix composites 
(SMCs) reinforced with titanium diboride (TiB2) 
particles have been designed. Owing to the attractive 
properties of TiB2 particles [3], the specific stiffness of 
Fe-TiB2 SMCs with a 13% volume fraction of particles 
was shown to be significantly higher than for con-
ventional steels [2, 4, 5]. Moreover, TiB2 can be 
formed in situ from liquid melts during eutectic 
solidification. This is of great interest for industrial 
applications as it is compatible with the use of con-
tinuous casting and therefore ensures high produc-
tivity and low cost [2, 4].

However, few studies conducted on Fe-TiB2 fabri-

cated via in-situ solidification can be found in the

literature. Most of them focus on the manufacturing

process and its influence on the mechanical proper-

ties of the final product (see e.g., [6, 7]). Damage

mechanisms have been investigated in samples sub-

jected to simple shear [8], bending [9], monotonic

tensile loading [10, 11], and more recently fatigue

[12], but they are not yet fully understood. Plastic

deformation of the matrix close to TiB2 particles in

the form of dislocation accumulation was suggested

to play a key role in the mechanical strength of

interfaces upon loading. Nonetheless, it was also

reported to promote damage initiation [11]. The high

dislocation densities at deformed TiB2-ferrite inter-

faces were only evidenced through TEM observations

in isolated configurations [13, 14]. These investiga-

tions suffer from a lack of statistics. Different

microstructural features affect the plastic localization

in a composite, e.g., the spatial distribution of parti-

cles or the matrix’s grain size. To quantify their

respective effect, large-scale characterizations are

mandatory. Indeed, such studies at a mesoscopic

scale are rather scarce in Fe-TiB2 SMCs (and more

generally in MMCs). They are yet necessary to infer

the influence of the microstructure and to get a more

complete understanding of collective plastic defor-

mation mechanisms of the material. This is of major

importance for industrial R&D to derive strategies

toward microstructure optimization.

In this work, we present an experimental and

numerical investigation to: (1) characterize at the

mesoscale the localization of plastic deformation in



Fe-TiB2 samples with increasing tensile deformation, 
and (2) quantify the effect of characteristic 
microstructural features of the composite. Electron 
back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) analyses and elec-
tron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI) were per-
formed on samples deformed at different strain 
levels, with a special emphasis on the evaluation of 
geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) densi-
ties and their spatial distribution in the deformed 
microstructure. To our knowledge, such a study has 
not been performed yet on the considered material or 
any other steel matrix composite. The acquisition of 
accurate local orientation data in SMCs can be chal-
lenging, owing to the strong stiffness and hardening 
contrasts between steel and hard reinforcements 
leading to subsequent difficulties in material surface 
preparation [15–17]. In the present study, the esti-
mated angular resolution was close to 0.1�, pushing 
conventional EBSD to its limits for this kind of 
material and allowing investigation of the first stages 
of plastic deformation.

Finally, we apply an enhanced elasto-viscoplastic 
fast Fourier transform (EVP-FFT) formulation [18], 
recently coupled [19, 20] with a phenomenological 
continuum mesoscale field dislocation mechanics 
(MFDM) theory [21–23]. The objective is to more 
correctly describe the spatial evolution of GND den-
sities during straining of Fe-TiB2. Contrary to con-
ventional crystal plasticity, which only accounts for 
plastic flow and hardening induced by statistically 
stored dislocations (SSDs), MFDM-EVP-FFT also 
accounts for the evolution of GNDs and its effect on 
both plastic flow and hardening. In this contribution, 
realistic shape and distribution of TiB2 particles 
derived from EBSD data acquired on the Fe-TiB2 

specimens is used as input of MFDM-EVP-FFT sim-

ulations in order to capture the observed influence of 
microstructural features on the distribution of GNDs 
in tensile-strained Fe-TiB2.

Material and methods

Material

The Fe-TiB2 SMC was obtained through in situ 
eutectic solidification as described in [4]. SMC sheets 
were then successively hot- and cold-rolled to reduce 
their thickness from 40 to 1.5 mm. A heat treatment at 
1000 �C for 15 min was finally performed to achieve

complete recrystallization of the a-Fe matrix. Table 1 
shows the chemical composition of the as-received 
material.

The resulting microstructure is shown in Fig. 1 by 
means of an In-lens SEM micrograph (Fig. 1a) and an 
EBSD map (Fig. 1b). The ferrite grains are equiaxed 
in shape with an average size of about 4.5 lm. Their 
crystallographic texture evaluated from the EBSD 
data is relatively weak. The volume fraction of TiB2 

particles is about 9.5% (as evaluated by image anal-
ysis). While they seem to be uniformly distributed 
within the ferrite matrix at the large scale, many local 
configurations of agglomerated particles exist. Due to 
the processing route, TiB2 particles are mainly elon-
gated in the rolling direction (RD) and have a 
strong \ 0001 [ //RD fiber texture (with the [0001] 
direction of the hexagonal lattice mainly aligned 
along RD). The particles have a mean area of about 
1.2 lm2 and a mean aspect ratio of 2.4 in the (RD, TD) 
plane. However, a large distribution in size and 
shape is observed, that is partly due to their frag-
mentation during cold rolling. Small voids separating 
these fragments of particles were filled with ferrite 
matrix in the course of rolling and subsequent ther-
mal treatment.

Tensile tests

Four dog-bone tensile specimens machined out of 
SMC sheets were subjected to uniaxial tensile tests 
along RD. They were individually interrupted at 
e = 1.0%, 2.1%, 3.9% and 6.0% of total strain to study 
the evolution of the deformation sub-structure with 
increasing strain level. The plastic strain was mea-

sured after unloading and ,respectively, equals to 
ep = 0.83%, 1.9%, 3.7% and 5.7%. As an illustration, 
Fig. 2 presents the typical engineering stress–strain 
response of Fe-TiB2 SMC until failure.

EBSD analysis

Samples were extracted from the central part of the 
tensile specimens (as shown in red in Fig. 2). In order 
to get optimal surface quality for EBSD analysis, a 
specific polishing procedure was designed to deal 
with the strong stiffness contrast between ductile 
ferrite matrix and hard ceramic particles. The proce-
dure consists of the following steps: a first grinding 
with resin bonded diamond discs (220 to 1200), a 
diamond polishing with polycrystalline suspension



Table 1 Composition of Fe-TiB2 SMC in wt% (courtesy of ArcelorMittal Research)

Ti B C S N 0 Mn Si Cr P Al Ni Cu

5.48 1.73 0.022 0.0072 \ 0.005 \ 0.001 0.08 0.062 0.0829 0.0063 0.021 0.0149 0.02

Figure 1 Microstructure of the as-received Fe-TiB2 sheet: a In-lens SEM micrograph, b Inverse pole figure map of a-Fe (IPF//ND, grain
boundaries with misorientation angles[ 5� are plotted by white lines, the TiB2 particles are colored in black).

Figure 2 Engineering stress–

strain curve of the tensile test

up to failure (red); four tensile

specimens were individually

loaded to the following plastic

strains:ep = 0.83%, ep = 1.9%,

ep = 3.7% and ep = 5.7%.



(9 to 1 lm), a final short polishing with a 0.02 lm
non-crystallizing colloidal silica suspension with 30%

H2O2 to eliminate any residual deformation induced

by mechanical grinding.

EBSD maps were acquired using the CMOS-based

Symmetry detector (full camera resolution:

1244 9 1024 pixels) and Aztec software from Oxford

Instruments on a Zeiss Auriga 40 FEG-SEM at 20 kV,

70� tilt and 8 mm working distance. High -resolution

patterns were acquired in 2 � 2 data binning and

processed in ‘‘refined accuracy’’ mode [24]. The glo-

bal speed was around 55 Hz. Each map was acquired

with a step size of 100 nm. This setting has been

optimized to cover large areas with a satisfying spa-

tial resolution and an improved angular resolution of

the orientation data. Three maps covering each

around 200 grains were scanned over each specimen

in order for data to be statistically representative of

the microstructure for each level of plastic strain. The

indexing rate was always superior to 97%.

In order to quantify plastic deformation and its

localization in the Fe-TiB2 deformed microstructure,

EBSD-based parameters are calculated from each

EBSD scan data. In the following sections, our study

focuses on the spatial distribution of GND densities

measured for each pixel and their evolution with

plastic strain. All calculations and analyses of EBSD

orientation maps were performed with the ATEX

software [25]. The components of the lattice curvature

tensor j are derived from the orientation gradients

between a pixel of the map and the neighboring

pixels. The components of the Nye dislocation den-

sity tensor a are then determined as indicated in [26].

When neglecting the contribution of elastic strains,

they can be expressed as follows:

aij ¼ jji � djijkk

where dji is the Kronecker delta with i, j = 1, 2, 3 and

jkk ¼ j11 þ j22 þ j33. As out-of-plane curvatures are

not accessible in conventional 2D EBSD (the plane of

investigation is here represented by directions x1 and

x2), only the six components jj1;jj2 can be obtained.

Therefore, five of the nine components of the tensor a
are then calculated: a12, a13, a21, a23 and a33 (i = 1,2

and 3 denoting RD, TD and ND, respectively, as

reported on Fig. 1). The GND scalar density is finally

estimated using the L1 norm of the Nye tensor. It

should be noted that a threshold misorientation angle

of 5� between two measurement pixels was consid-

ered for the calculation of the GND density.

FFT-based mesoscale field dislocation 
mechanics (MFDM): MFDM-EVP-FFT

A MFDM-EVP-FFT model is used in order to capture

the evolution of GND densities and the effects of

microstructural features on the spatial distribution of

plastic deformation, showing good agreement with

observations of the strained Fe-TiB2 samples. The

model is applied to micromechanical simulations of

Fe-TiB2 under tensile loading instantiated from EBSD

images. The MFDM theory was introduced by

Acharya and co-workers [27–30] and builds upon

conventional crystal plasticity models by taking into

account the evolution of GNDs at the mesoscopic

scale, as well as their effect on local stress field,

plastic strain rate and strength of the material. To that

end, the Nye’s dislocation density tensor a is used as

an internal variable. The crystal plasticity elasto-vis-

coplastic FFT formulation first reported by [18],

denoted here as CP-EVP-FFT here, has been extended

by [19, 20, 31] to consider MFDM equations in its

reduced version [22]:

div r ¼ 0

r ¼ C : Ueð Þsym

U ¼ grad u ¼ Ue þ Up

_Up ¼ a� vþ Lp

_a ¼ �curl _Up
� �

ð2Þ

where u is the displacement field, r is the Cauchy

stress tensor, Ue and Up are the elastic and plastic

distortion tensors respectively, a is the dislocation

density tensor (the Nye tensor), v is the GND velocity

vector, Lp is the plastic distortion rate due to SSD

mobility, The curl, div and � symbols denote the

curl, the divergence and the cross product operators,

respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are used,

see [32, 33]. Equation (2) represent the main field

equations of the MFDM theory. The scalar GND

density is then computed from the Nye tensor com-

ponents as:

qGND ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a : a

p
=b ð3Þ

For the sake of conciseness, the technical details of

the MFDM-EVP-FFT numerical implementation are

not reported here, but can be found in our previous

works [19, 20, 31].



Input data

Input microstructures for the numerical simulations 
are obtained from EBSD data acquired on Fe-TiB2 

specimens. A 512 9 512 9 1 two-phase voxelized 
unit cell is built up from each acquired EBSD map, 
made of purely elastic particles embedded in a single 
crystal elasto-viscoplastic matrix with specific crys-
tallographic orientations. Assumption of anisotropic 
linear elastic behavior for particles is consistent with 
the strong elastic stiffness contrast with the ferrite 
matrix. A single-crystal ferrite matrix is considered in 
order to focus the discussion on the effect of particle 
features only, and to put into evidence the superior 
capability of MFDM-EVP-FFT over the conventional 
CP-EVP-FFT to describe accumulation of GNDs at 
the particle/matrix interface. Two crystallographic 
orientations for ferrite are considered, in order to 
provide some qualitative insight of the effect of the 
local crystallographic orientation on the distribution 
of GND densities. The first one is associated with 

multiple slip and such that 111
� �

lies parallel to the 
tensile direction. For the second crystal orientation, 

with 5; 6; 27
� �

parallel to the tensile direction, single
slip is the preferred slip mode (with 112

� �
111
� �

sys-
tem exhibiting the highest Schmid factor). These 
orientations will be referred to as orientation #1 and 
orientation #2, respectively.

Elastic constants for the ferrite matrix and the 
particles are reported in Table 2. These reflect the 
linear anisotropic elastic behavior of TiB2 with 
hexagonal symmetry, which is considered to be 
transversally isotropic, and the linear elastic behavior 
of a-ferrite, which is assumed to be isotropic. For the 
elasto-viscoplastic matrix, the constitutive parame-

ters related to slip and GND velocity are consistent 
with pure a-Fe, and are identical to the ones reported 
in a previous work [31].

Given the body-centered cubic structure of a-Fe 
lattice, both 110f g111 and 211f g111 slip systems are 
considered (i.e., a total of 24 slip systems). The sim-

ulation cell is subjected to a pure uniaxial tensile 
loading in RD as in experimental tests, with mixed

strain/stress boundary conditions and an applied 
strain rate E_RD ¼ 0.001 s-1.

Experimental results

Orientation data precision

For GND density analysis at low deformation level, it 
is of major importance to evaluate the angular reso-
lution of our EBSD data. Even if there is no universal 
agreement in the literature, this quantity is often 
compared with the kernel average misorientation 
(KAM) angle distribution corresponding to the 
undeformed material [35, 36].

Figure 3 presents the distribution of the KAM 
angle derived from raw orientation data acquired on 
the Fe-TiB2 undeformed sample, showing impres-

sively low values for such complex composite mate-

rial. Indeed, the average KAM angle and its 95th 
percentile are respectively of 0.069� and of 0.12�. 
Typically, the angular resolution of conventional 
Hough-transform-based EBSD analysis is about 0.5–
1�, depending on the material and the EBSD acqui-
sition settings [37]. In this study, the angular resolu-
tion is significantly better thanks to three 
experimental improvements: the high resolution of 
the EBSD patterns, the use of the ‘‘refined accuracy’’ 
(RA) mode, and an optimal surface preparation. 
Previous studies have already demonstrated an 
improved EBSD precision using RA mode. In [36], 
the grain-average KAM angle in recrystallized 
Inconel 718 grains was shown to decrease from about 
0.5� to about 0.1�. Similar conclusions were reached 
in [38] in undeformed UO2 pellets. In the present 
paper, the angular resolution is further improved as 
the 95th percentile of KAM angle distribution (h95) is  
close to 0.1�. In our opinion, the effective angular 
resolution could even be lower. Indeed, local 
misorientations measured in the strain-free sample 
may be induced by residual deformation around 
particles due to the difference in thermal expansion 
between ferrite and TiB2 particles during final cool-
ing. To a lesser extent, it may be due to residual

Table 2 Elastic constants used

for numerical simulations

(from [34])

TiB2 (HCP) Fe-a (BCC)

C11 GPað Þ C12 GPað Þ C13 GPað Þ C33 GPað Þ C44 GPað Þ E GPað Þ m
654.5 56.5 98.4 454.5 263.2 211 0.33



in [42]. Figure 4b indicates that about 100 grains are

necessary for statistical significance regarding the

mean value: qGND. This number increases slightly

with the deformation level, suggesting an increase in

heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of GND

densities. In any case, the investigated number of

grains was always higher than this minimum.

The mean GND density extracted from measure-

ments on the undeformed specimen is used as a

measure of the GND noise floor: qNF ¼ 7:06� 1013

m-2. The uncertainty d in the orientation measure-

ment can be retrieved by qNF ¼ d=bDx [43], where b is

the Burgers vector’s magnitude (0.248 nm for a-Fe)
and Dx is the step size of the EBSD map. This leads to

d� 0.1� which comforts the previous estimation of

our orientation data precision (see Sect. 3.1). The

fraction of measured GND densities that fall below

the noise floor, i.e., such that qGND \ qNF is found to

decrease in deformed specimens with increasing

plastic strain and is evaluated at % 53% for

ep = 0.83%, % 27% for ep = 1.9%, and finally % 15%

for ep = 3.7% and ep = 5.7%. This fraction is still non-

negligible for the lowest deformed sample, suggest-

ing that further improvement in orientation precision

would be required for investigation of very low

strains (� 1%).

Interestingly, the mean GND density increases

linearly with ep at least up to 5.7% (see Fig. 5a). This

indicates that the storage of GNDs is a macroscopic

signature, even if GND densities develops due to

microstructural features such as particles or grain

boundaries. Similar trends were observed for an IF

steel by [44] for the evolution of the quantity GOS/D

(where GOS is the Grain Orientation Spread and D is

the grain size) as a function of tensile deformation at

small strains up to 7%. This conforms to Ashby’s

model [45] for plastically non-homogeneous poly-

crystals for which the GND density is proportional to

the plastic strain and can be expressed as:

qGND ¼
ep
4bk

ð4Þ

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector and k
is an average slip distance for dislocations, usually

taken as the average grain size. Accounting for both

average grain size D and particle interspacing p, the

GND density expression can be modified considering

the relation 1=k ¼ 1=Dþ 1=p. The average particle

interspacing is approximated to p ¼ 1:47 lm using

simplified relation from [46]. For a plastic strain of

Figure 3 KAM-angle distribution derived from EBSD data 
acquired on the undeformed Fe-TiB2 sample. The average KAM 
is of 0.069� and its 95th percentile: h95 ¼ 0.12 �.

surface scratches induced by mechanical polishing. 
The precision of orientation measurements could be 
further increased with the use of techniques such as 
pattern matching [35, 36, 39] or High-Resolution 
EBSD (HR-EBSD) [40, 41]. However, these techniques 
are still not adapted to large EBSD datasets.

Statistical analysis of GND density
evolution during plastic deformation

Owing to the low orientation noise of the EBSD data 
performed for each deformed sample, the evolution 
of GND density can be captured in the Fe-TiB2 

composite at the early stages of plasticity, during the 
elasto-viscoplastic transition. Figure 4a quantifies the 
evolution of GND density with plastic strain. The 
observed increase in GNDs within the material is 
expected to maintain strain compatibility.

For further statistical analysis, these data were fit-
ted with a log-normal probability density function, 
and the mean and variance of the distribution of each 
deformed state were obtained. Also, we ensured that 
the EBSD maps provide statistically representative 
data. Firstly, it was checked that the distributions of 
GND densities did not vary significantly between the 
three maps acquired on the same sample. Secondly, 
the evolution of mean qGND was calculated as a 
function of the number of considered grains, as done



5.7%, the estimated GND density is then qGND ¼
5:18� 1013 m-2, which is one order of magnitude

lower than experimental value. The discrepancy in

results can be explained as follows. Firstly, the

hypotheses of Ashby’s model are oversimplified.

Secondly, the GND density estimated from EBSD

data is definitely not the true absolute value of GNDs

as it is highly dependent on the acquisition

conditions.

The variance of GND density is more sensitive to

spatial correlations of GND densities. Its increase as a

function of epðdepicted in Fig. 5b) is coherent with the

development of non-uniform distributions of GND

densities throughout the microstructure and becomes

very significant for ep [ 2%. Here, no saturation of

GND density was observed up to 6% of plastic strain.

It could be expected at higher strains (e[ 10%) when

SSDs, developing mostly in the bulk of grains, pro-

gressively exceed GNDs in quantity, as was observed

in polycrystalline copper [47] and nickel [48].

Figure 4 a Distribution of GND densities for specimens deformed with increasing plastic strain up to 5.7%; b Log of mean GND density

as a function of the number of grains considered.

Figure 5 Evolution of a the

mean GND density qGND
(normalized by the mean GND

density of the undeformed

sample qGND;ð0%Þ and b the

variance of the GND density

as a function of the overall

plastic strain.



Spatial distributions of GND density 
in relation to microstructural features

Figure 6 shows one of the three GND density maps

acquired for each deformed state. Consistent with

previous statistical results, the progressive develop-

ment of heterogeneous deformation structures was

observed with increasing tensile strain. At ep = 1.9%,

most high-density GND pile-ups are formed close to

TiB2 particles (Fig. 6b). Sub-boundaries disoriented

between 1� and 5� start to develop in the vicinity of

TiB2 particles while a network of lower angle sub-

boundaries (\ 0.5�) expands inside the grains. From

ep = 3.7%, GND pile-ups significantly increase both

in number and intensity (Fig. 6c-d). Dislocation cell

arrangements are observed in some grains (qGND = 2

to 3 9 1014 m-2 in cell walls, qGND = 8 9 1013 to

1.5 9 1014 m-2 in cell interiors) while most intense

GND pile-ups (qGND = 5 9 1014 to 1 9 1015 m-2 and

higher) develop from particles and expand into the

matrix with wavy paths. Some GND pile-ups are also

formed inside ferrite grains, apparently far from any

visible particle, or along grain boundaries. GND

walls thicken and have more branches as deforma-

tion increases. With increasing strain level

(ep [ 3.7%), already existing sub-boundaries present

in grains and close to particles reach higher disori-

entation values whereas the low angle sub-bound-

aries network (\ 0.5�) does not further extend.

Interestingly, the largest GND pile-ups are observed

Figure 6 GND density maps of specimens deformed at: a ep = 0.83%, b ep = 1.9%, c ep = 3.7% and d ep = 5.7%.



close to particles that are packed together (see

Fig. 6d), suggesting an effect of particle clustering on

the localization of plastic deformation.

For elongated particles, high GND densities appear

to be mainly located at particle’s tips showing a

particle shape effect on GND density pile-ups. Both

the particle clustering and shape effect on localization

of plastic deformation are further analyzed in

Sect. 3.4. No apparent correlation between particle

size and GND density can be evidenced: GND hot-

spots are found close to large as well as small parti-

cles. Some intense GND walls are located at ferrite

grain boundaries. This suggests that the spatial dis-

tribution of GNDs is also affected by the crystallo-

graphic misorientation between ferrite neighboring

grains.

Figure 7 presents a GND density map derived

from EBSD data obtained at the surface of the sample

strained at ep = 3.7%, together with ECCI micro-

graphs in selected regions. Channeling contrast at 0�
tilt is used here to reveal the arrangement of dislo-

cations close to the surface. Abrupt orientation con-

trast variations are observed, consistent with the

organization of high-density GNDs in walls and cells

inside the deformed microstructure. Individual

grouping of dislocations in cells can be evidenced

inside ferrite grains and dislocations are also

observed to pile-up close to particle interfaces. Dis-

location substructures like tangles are observed to

emanate mainly from particle tips (and particle edges

in a more general case, see yellow arrows in Fig. 7c,

e) and often appear to be constrained in the channels

separating neighboring particles. This is concomitant

with the previous observations regarding higher

GND densities evaluated in clusters of particles. The

high BSE contrast observed at the matrix/particle

interface is attributed to a locally higher amount of

dislocations but also to a local change in surface

topography, which makes identification of disloca-

tion pile-ups more delicate in this region.

In the maps of Fig. 6, locally higher GND density

walls were observed inside ferrite grains with no

visible neighboring particle or grain boundary. Such

regions were further imaged in BSE mode at high

accelerating voltage (enabling a larger interaction

volume). As shown in Fig. 8, these high GND den-

sities, particles were systematically observed deeper

in the volume of the grains, whereas they were not

detected on the EBSD map (green frame). In addition,

GND pile-ups observed at the surface and extending 
from a particle into the neighboring ferrite matrix 
could be attributed to the 3D morphology of the same 
particle (red frame). Thus, it should be kept in mind 
that 2D maps of orientation data are subjected to a 
‘‘3D microstructural effect’’ or ‘‘long-range effect’’ of 
underlying particles that introduce a bias in statistical 
analysis derived from 2D maps.

Influence of microstructural features:
particle spacing and morphology

Qualitative analysis of GND maps has shown that 
GNDs tend to accumulate mostly near interfaces 
between ferrite matrix and TiB2 particles (see Fig. 6). 
A more quantitative insight of the correlation 
between specific microstructural features and the 
localization of GND pile-ups is presented next. Four 
microstructural length scale parameters have been 
calculated from EBSD maps: the distances to the 
closest (a) TiB2 particles (dCP), (b) ferrite grain 
boundaries, (c) particle tips, (d) ferrite triple points 
(pixels where three of more ferrite grains do meet).

The methodology is detailed for the case of closest 
particles, and can be easily extended to the other 
features. From each EBSD map, Euclidian distance 
between each pixel in the ferrite phase and the closest 
particle (dCP) were calculated. Figure 9a reports the 
dCP-map calculated from the EBSD map of the sample 
strained at ep = 3.7% (Fig. 6c). It is easily observed 
that high values of dCP (blue regions) correspond to 
regions with high particle interspacing. On the other 
hand, lower values are mostly obtained in regions 
where particles are packed together. Therefore, dCP 

also quantify the particle interspacing effect. Finally, 
ferrite regions far or close to particles (respectively 
Region 0 and 1) are differentiated for further analysis 
of the corresponding GND densities (as shown in 
Fig. 9b). The threshold value for high and low dCP 

distances is always 1 lm in the study.
For statistical analysis of internal length effects, we 

averaged the measured GND densities in both 
regions 0 and 1 for each map and for each plastic 
strain level. The result is given in Fig. 10. Irrespective 
of the plastic strain level and the considered distance, 
the GND density is always higher in regions 1 than in 
regions 0 (‘‘red on top of blue’’). This is a result, as 
expected, of particles, grain boundaries, particle tips 
and triple points, all acting as barriers to dislocation 
motion. In particular, more intense GNDs are found



for low particle interspacing as was qualitatively

observed in the maps of Fig. 6. In addition, the mean

GND densities increase with plastic strain both in

regions 0 and 1. However, the increase in average

GND density is found to be significantly higher for

low particle interspacing and close to particle tips

(Fig. 10a, c) than near grain boundaries and triple

points (Fig. 10b, d). In regions far from

Figure 7 a Crop of the GND density map of the 3.7% deformed specimen (the scale is the same as in Fig. 6). Red boxes labeled A, B and

C indicate regions of interest further imaged by ECCI in b, c and d. The ECCI micrograph in e was taken from the 5.7% deformed sample.



microstructural features (blue curves), the slope

conforms to the average evolution of GND density as

a function of plastic strain reported on 3.2 (see dotted

grey line). When considering regions close to parti-

cles (regions 1 in Fig. 10a, c), the slope is significantly

higher, suggesting a reduced average slip distance

for dislocations within these regions. It was checked

that the latter result is independent of the threshold

distance used to differentiate regions 0 and 1. Thus, it

is inferred that the particle interspacing is more

detrimental to plastic strain localization than the

ferrite grain size.

The preferential accumulation of GNDs with strain

near particle tips shown in Fig. 10c confirms the

effect of particle morphology on plastic deformation

localization. Indeed, higher average GND density is

found close to tips of elongated particles, especially

for ep � 3.7%, than along all the particle/matrix

interfaces. Comparison of Fig. 10 b, d shows that

more GNDs are found at ferrite triple junctions than

at grain boundaries; it is, however, a less pronounced

phenomenon.

Figure 8 a GND density map

of the 0.83% deformed

specimen and b associated

high magnification BSE image

at 30KV.

Figure 9 a dCP-map of the distance to the closest particle (lm) calculated from the EBSD map of the 3.7% strained sample (Fig. 6c); (b)

GND map of Region 0 where dCP [ 1 lm and Region 1 where dCP � 1 lm.



compared to conventional crystal plasticity CP-EVP-
FFT simulations.

Statistical evolution of simulated GND 
density with strain

The statistical distributions of GND densities with 
increasing strains predicted by MFDM-EVP-FFT and 
by CP-EVP-FFT are reported on Fig. 11a-b. The input 
microstructure is obtained from all EBSD maps

Figure 10 Evolution with plastic strain of average GND densities 
in regions far from (d [ 1 lm, blue curves) and close to 
microstructural features (d � 1 lm, red curves), where considered

MFDM-EVP-FFT simulation results

The MFDM-EVP-FFT model is now applied to sim-

ulate the statistical evolution of the GND density 
with increasing strain and capture local variations 
induced by microstructural features of the TiB2 par-

ticles as observed experimentally. Details of the 
model are recalled in Sect. 2 and input data in 2.5. 
The MFDM-EVP-FFT simulations are always

features are respectively: a particles, b grain boundaries, c particle

tips, d triple points. The grey dotted line corresponds to the

average evolution of GND density from Fig. 5a.



considering a single-crystal ferrite matrix of orienta-

tion #1 (see Sect. 2.5). Interestingly, the MFDM-EVP-

FFT simulations (Fig. 11a) reproduce the experimen-

tal trends (Fig. 4a). Indeed, with increasing macro-

scopic strains, broader distributions centered at

increasing values of qGND are obtained. Similar trends

are obtained for orientation #2. In contrast, CP-EVP-

FFT simulations (Fig. 11b) are not satisfying. The

values of qGND are approximately 2 orders of mag-

nitude lower than the MFDM-EVP-FFT values. With

increasing strains, the distribution remains centered

at very low values of qGND. This is qualitatively

inconsistent with experimental data given in Fig. 4a.

As a result, the predictions given by the MFDM-

EVP-FFT model are more realistic than the ones given

by conventional crystal plasticity. The simulated

GND densities remain lower than those measured by

EBSD. However, their evolution with increasing

strain reproduces well the experimental trends. One

has to keep in mind that the absolute value of GND

density measured by EBSD is also questionable as it

is greatly influenced by the orientation noise and the

step size [49]. In any case, MFDM-EVP-FFT gives

more relevant qualitative distributions than CP-EVP-

FFT.

Spatial distributions of GND density 
in relation to microstructural features 
of particles

Figure 12 displays the spatial distributions of GND

density qGND simulated with MFDM-EVP-FFT and

compared to CP-EVP-FFT for orientations #1 and #2

of the ferrite matrix at two macroscopic strains: e ¼
0.2% and e ¼ 2%. MFDM-EVP-FFT simulations suc-

cessfully predict the localization of plastic deforma-

tion at particle/matrix interfaces (Fig. 12a, e). As

macroscopic strain increases (Fig. 12b, f), the simu-

lations capture the progressive accumulation of

GNDs in pile-ups extending inside the neighboring

matrix. In contrast, CP-EVP-FFT simulations com-

pletely underestimate this heterogenous spatial dis-

tribution. GND densities are very low in magnitudes

and are purely interfacial. Indeed, the GNDs remain

in thin layers constrained at particle/matrix inter-

faces with increasing macroscopic strain (Fig. 12c, d,

g, h). Conventional crystal plasticity is unable to

qualitatively describe the development of GND pile-

ups that spread in the surrounding matrix. In addi-

tion, simulated qGND are 1–2 orders of magnitude

lower than in the case of MFDM-EVP-FFT

simulations.

Figure 11 Distribution of GND densities qGND for MFDM-EVP-

FFT (a) and CP-EVP-FFT (b) simulations at different macroscopic

strains: e = 0.2% (green), e = 0.5% (yellow), e = 1% (orange) and

e = 2% (red). The input microstructure is obtained from all EBSD

considering a single-crystal ferrite matrix of orientation #1.



Figure 12 Spatial

distributions of GND density

qGND predicted with MFDM-

EVP-FFT and compared to

CP-EVP-FFT (conventional

plasticity) for macroscopic

strains e ¼ 0.2% and e ¼ 2%

and two crystallographic

orientations of the ferrite

matrix. Orientation #1 is such

that 111
� �

lies parallel to the

tensile direction (multiple

slip). For orientation #2,

5; 6; 27
� �

is parallel to the

tensile direction (single slip).



The MFDM-EVP-FFT simulations also predict the 
preferential accumulation of GNDs at particle tips, 
experimentally observed in Sect. 3.3 (Fig. 6). These 
white circles in Fig. 12 (a, b) highlight some typical 
GND configurations at particle tips for orientation #1. 
This shape effect is less pronounced for orientation 
#2, probably because of a reduced number of inter-
actions of gliding dislocations with interfaces in sin-
gle slip mode compared to multiple slip mode 
(orientation #1).

The clustering effect characterized experimentally 
in 3.4 is not as marked in simulated maps of Fig. 12. 
For orientation #2, some high GND densities are 
found in regions of clustered particles with low 
particle interspacing. However, it is less clear for 
orientation #1. This can be attributed to the difference 
in grain size and orientation between EBSD maps and 
performed simulations. It suggests that the GND 
affected zone near particles can be modified by these 
two parameters.

Discussion

Our EBSD-based investigation of GND densities in a 
deformed Fe-TiB2 composite shows that among the 
microstructural features acting as barriers to dislo-
cation motion, matrix/particle interfaces play a major 
role. As seen on the EBSD map of Fig. 6, GND pile-
ups form at matrix/particle interfaces and extend in 
the surrounding matrix with increasing deformation. 
This gives an experimental evidence of the predom-

inance of plastic incompatibility between matrix and 
reinforcements in metal-matrix composites 
[46, 50, 51].

To our best knowledge, it is the first time that such 
an effect is quantified in the early stages of plastic 
deformation. Studies dealing with experimental 
characterization of deformation in MMCs at the 
microstructure scale are rather rare in the literature. 
In situ digital image correlation (DIC) tensile tests 
performed on cold-rolled Fe-TiB2 microstructure 
evidence difficulties for accurate strain measure-

ments at matrix/particles interfaces [11]. As for EBSD 
analysis, the main challenge relies on the surface 
preparation. It has to be optimized in order to accu-
rately probe orientations close to the interface 
between the soft matrix and the hard particles. 
Therefore, most of the experimental research focuses 
on the overall macroscopic behavior and on the

identification and quantification of damage processes

in particulate-reinforced composites.

Our result has also highlighted that the plastic

deformation is very heterogeneous along the inter-

faces. Hot spots of GND densities are located at the

tips of elongated particles, acting as regions of

important plastic strain incompatibility. This result

conforms to recent observations for a similar TiB2-

reinforced steel [10] in which highly localized plastic

flow investigated by means of DIC was found at the

poles of large particles, while plastic strain seemed

inhibited at their sides. This shape effect was also

observed earlier for Al matrix composites [52].

This study also demonstrates the predominant effect

of particle interspacing on plastic strain localization. No

matter the macroscopic strain level, higher GND den-

sities were observed in regions where the distance

between neighboring particles is low (Fig. 10a), i.e.,

particle clusters. This result is consistent with previous

finite element-based predictions for other MMCs (see

reviews [50, 51]), which are here confirmed via experi-

mental characterization of plastic deformation at the

mesoscopic scale. The predominance of particle inter-

spacing effect inferred from Fig. 10a could be even

stronger as the statistical representation is biased by the

position of particles inside the microstructure. Indeed,

considering all EBSD scans, it can be evaluated that

70.2% of particles have more than two ferrite grain

neighbors—i.e., are positioned at ferrite grain bound-

aries or triple points—while the remaining 29.8% are

embedded within ferrite grains. Therefore, part of

measured GND densities that were counted as close to

grain boundaries or triple points in Fig. 10b, d

(dGB \ 1 lm) also belong to the vicinity of a particle

(dCP \ 1 lm). As no correlation between particle aspect

ratio or sizes and local GND densities can be inferred

from Fig. 6, it is expected that the spatial distribution of

particles (especially in the form of clusters) has a stron-

ger influence on plastic deformation mechanisms than

the morphological parameters of individual particles.

Finally, the comparison of GND maps and associ-

ated BSE images at high voltage indicates that the

EBSD data are subjected to a ‘‘3D effect’’ of particles

present under the scanned surface (see Fig. 8).

Indeed, locally high GND densities detected in the

center of ferrite grains are quite systematically the

consequence of particles present deeper in the vol-

ume of the matrix. This confirms that plastic defor-

mation measured at the surface of a composite is

affected by subsurface microstructural features.



Similar assumptions were made in [11] considering

the surface strain fields derived from DIC tests of a

hot-rolled Fe-TiB2 steel. This suggests performing

additional 3D analysis using a dual-beam microscope

equipped with EBSD [53, 54]. Such set of data would

give the complete three-dimensional morphology of

particles and improve local correlations between

GND density close to TiB2 particles and their mor-

phological features (as size and aspect ratio).

Numerical results described in Sect. 4 have shown

that the MFDM-EVP-FFT model builds upon con-

ventional crystal plasticity (CP) models to capture

dislocation pile-ups at the particle/matrix interfaces.

Indeed, in classic CP models, strain hardening only

depends on crystallographic slip variables, whereas

in the non-local MFDM formulation, the introduction

of Nye’s dislocation density tensor allows accounting

for dislocations explicitly, and effects of GNDs on

hardening are not ignored. This renders the macro-

scopic response and mesoscopic fields dependent on

internal lengths of the microstructure [31]. Similarly,

in [19], intra-granular slip gradients were predicted

in channels of two-phase laminates using MFDM-

EVP-FFT resulting in a continuous double-ended

GND pile-up at interfaces, unlike uniform slip in the

channel was obtained with CP-EVP-FFT resulting in

just a dipole of GNDs located at the phase bound-

aries. These MFDM predictions are also similar to the

case of grain size effects in polycrystals, which were

correctly described and related to the increase and

spreading of intra-granular GND densities [20, 55].

In this study, the increase in the GND layer close to

TiB2 particles is of importance to understand the

mechanical behavior of the investigated composite.

Indeed, as a result of this GND density accumulation,

the effective particle interspacing available for free

dislocation motion is reduced with further load [56]

and long-range internal stress gradients develop

inside the ferrite grains, as was also reported in ear-

lier work in synthetic microstructures representing

Fe-TiB2 [31]. These internal stress gradients are at the

origin of ‘‘back-stresses’’ opposed to the external load,

which cause further hardening on the macroscopic

behavior of the composite and may influence rever-

sible plasticity. In [20], cyclic plasticity was investi-

gated in polycrystalline volumes using MFDM-EVP-

FFT and strong Bauschinger effects were predicted

without the introduction of any phenomenological

kinematic hardening or ad-hoc back-stress variable in

the constitutive model. Both kinematic and isotropic

hardening contributions were found to be higher 
than conventional CP results. This is due to these 
predicted long-range internal stress gradients, which 
is different from the classic composite effect in CP.

In this study, a log-normal probability density 
function of GND densities was obtained using 
MFDM-EVP-FFT with average and standard devia-
tion increasing with tensile strains (see Fig. 11) as a  
result of GND accumulation at interfaces. This trend 
is in agreement with the experimental distributions of 
GND densities for specimens deformed with 
increasing strain (see Fig. 4). The spatial localization 
of dislocation structures was shown to conform to the 
spatial distribution of particles and their morphol-

ogy. The MFDM-EVP-FFT model can then be used as 
a complementary tool to investigate the effect of 
specific topologies and distributions of particles on 
the deformation substructures and the materials 
ductility later during plastic deformation.

Conclusions

This study has experimentally examined and 
numerically predicted the development of deforma-

tion heterogeneities through the accumulation of 
GND densities in a Fe-TiB2 composite plastically 
deformed under uniaxial tension. From the analysis 
of 2D EBSD orientation maps, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

- The orientation precision of EBSD data was esti-

mated at 0:12�. Obtaining this rather low value of

precision in the soft matrix is quite challenging due to

the strong stiffness contrast with TiB2 particles.

However, it is a prerequisite for the study of defor-

mation mechanisms at low strains. It was here

enabled by the use of high-resolution EBSD patterns

analyzed in ‘‘refined accuracy’’ mode and an opti-

mized surface preparation.

• A heterogeneous distribution of GND densities

develops with increasing plastic strain: Fe/TiB2

interfaces are regions of high plastic strain incom-

patibilities where GND pile-ups and walls are

formed and spread within the surrounding

matrix. Correlations between evaluated GND

densities in the matrix and distances to the nearest

particles showed that the particle interspacing is a

key feature for strain localization. Its contribution

is predominant over the contribution of grain



boundaries (i.e., grain size and triple point

effects), at least up to 6% of strain.

• The localization of the deformation is also affected

by the particle morphology. GND density maps

derived from EBSD data showed that larger and

more intense GND pile-ups are formed at the tips

of elongated particles.

• In addition, full-field numerical simulations were

performed using the MFDM-EVP-FFT theory.

These simulations informed by experimental par-

ticle distribution derived from 2D EBSD maps

showed satisfactory qualitative agreement with

the GND statistical distributions derived from

experimental data. In contrast with conventional

crystal plasticity models, the MFDM-EVP-FFT

model was also able to qualitatively reproduce

the progressive accumulation of GNDs close to

TiB2 particles, including the effect of particle

morphological features. The results of such sim-

ulations are useful in the context of industrial

R&D to inform the design of optimized Fe-TiB2

microstructures.
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